same emission source has not been systematically studied. We therefore focus on assessing 43 the spatial distribution of the intake fraction, the fraction of an emission that is ultimately 44 taken in by an exposed human population, from local to global scale. 45 46 Exposure studies in risk or health impact assessments generally focus on regions with high 47 pollutant concentrations and model fate and transport of pollutants within close proximity of 48 emission sources, typically within a radius of 5 km to 30 km. [1] [2] [3] Such studies neglect 49 potentially important intakes associated with populations exposed on a larger geographical 50 scale. Lohman and Seigneur 4 show for example that up to 90% of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-51 dioxins and polychlorinated dibenzofurans (PCDD/F) emitted from stacks might be deposited 52 farther than 100 km away from sources. Other studies analyzing long range transport 5-12 also 53 suggest that local assessments might only account for a fraction of global exposure, especially 54 for chemicals that are both mobile and persistent. 55
56
In contrast, exposure studies in Life Cycle Impact Assessment (LCIA) generally cover larger 57 scales (100 km to global), are screening oriented (fast evaluation of large numbers of 58 chemicals), and involve multimedia fate and transport and multi-pathway exposure. To better evaluate exposure to chemical emissions, we need both the ability to account for 64 relevant spatial variability (e.g. around emissions sources or highly populated areas), and 65 enough flexibility to easily change the region(s) of focus. 66
67
To meet these requirements, we consider three categories of spatial models as previously 68 analyzed and compared. [34] [35] [36] [37] These models were often parameterized using 83 outputs of models from the first category (e.g. meteorology from GEOS-Chem for 84 parameterizing IMPACT). While well suited for screening large numbers of chemicals, these 85 models have other limitations. They are essentially designed with fixed grids and specific 86
parameterizations. This makes it difficult and time consuming to change the region of focus 87 or grids resolution and geometry, which is essential for capturing project-specific relevant 88 spatial variability. Large and especially global scale multimedia box models are generally low 89 6 resolution, which introduces artifacts (Section S1.1, SI) such as artificial dilution or lack of 90 discrimination power between sources and receptors, and prevents an accurate 91 characterization of regions of interest. In addition, most of the global spatial multimedia 92 models do not cover multi-pathway human exposure. 93
94
A third category of GIS-based models has emerged more recently, 38 which can achieve very 95 high spatial resolution. When based on raster algebra, however, they can become data and 96 computation intensive, especially in contexts where both global scale coverage and high 97 resolution at specific locations are required. While multi-media coupling (with feedback) is 98 possible, it remains rather complicated to achieve, especially if required on a per study basis. 99 100
In conclusion, there is a need for a multimedia modeling framework that combines the 101 advantages of the three aforementioned model categories, while overcoming the limitations of 102 decoupled environmental media and fixed grid geometries. Addressing this need could be 103 achieved by nesting or cascading existing models, but this would come at the expense of 104 several person-months of work per specific location and study context. Such framework must 105 therefore be global, account for multimedia fate and transport and multi-pathway exposure, 106 and be flexible enough to enable high resolution at study-specific locations of interest 107 (automatizing GIS processing). 108
109
To address this need, we propose a flexible multi-scale, spatially explicit multimedia 110 modeling framework, suited for assessing and comparing human intake from local to global 111 scales for a wide range of emission scenarios and sources. More specifically, we aim to: (1) Pangea extends this structure with the ability to create multi-scale grids and to project spatial 131 data at runtime. This allows building grids adapted to the specifics of each study and, in our 132 context, enables the comparison of local and global impacts of pollutant emissions within the 133 same consistent framework. 134
135
The structure of Pangea is outlined in Figure 1 . A GIS engine based on MATLAB and 136 Python/ArcGIS builds global 3D multi-scale grids, defines geometric and topological 137 parameters, and grids/projects geo-referenced data associated with the natural system (e.g. 138 meteorology and terrestrial coverage). This process yields a geometric system of grid cells 139 with homogeneous and inhomogeneous content; terrestrial cells, for example, are composed 140 of several land covers and fresh water. This system is transformed into a virtual system of 141 homogeneous compartments using a "re-indexing" engine that splits inhomogeneous cells 142 into homogeneous components based on the proportion of medium types. The virtual system 143 is well suited for defining a compartmental system 43 and a set of first order differential 144 equations that describe the evolution of the mass of pollutant in compartments. While Pangea 145 9 can solve the dynamics, we focus this study on the steady-state solution of a linear system 146 with constant coefficients. The solution, the compartmental distribution of environmental 147 concentrations, is combined with exposure data to yield a distribution of human intakes. 148
Ultimately, all relevant quantities (e.g. concentrations and intakes) in the virtual system are 149 re-indexed back to obtain spatial distributions in the initial geometric system. The media considered in this study are air, sea water, sediments, fresh water, natural land, and 156 agricultural land; the latter three resulting from a Pangea-specific aggregation of the 22 157
GlobCover types of land cover ( Table 1 emissions. We restrict the description of the virtual system dynamics to a system of 180 autonomous first order linear differential equations with constant coefficients: 181 ingestion of freshwater and food (fish, meat, milk, below-ground produce, and above-ground 211 produce). The population intake through both inhalation and ingestion is defined as: 212 ingestion of drinking water, ingestion of different food items). Finally, the population intake 219 fraction (iF) is defined as: 220
Fixing the emission scenario (index ݆, 2 nd dimension), this formulation allows to aggregate 221 population intake fractions over compartments (sum over index ݅ , 1 st dimension) and/or 222 exposure pathways (sum over index ݇, 3 rd dimension). Pangea considers exposure through 223 inhalation and ingestion of different food items and drinking water. We define the total 224 population intake and intake fraction as the sum of all intakes and intake fractions related to 225 ingestion. Inhalation and ingestion intake fractions cannot be summed; the former occurs 226 locally, whereas the latter happens wherever production items are consumed ultimately. The 227 missing link would be a trade model similar to the one implemented in IMPACT World. Table 1 lists the main data sets involved in the parameterization. The GIS 232 engine performing data projection at runtime makes the selection of data sets flexible; it can 233 be study-specific and evolves with growing data availability. 234 235 Basis for selected intra-and inter-compartments processes and default parameters. as a function of distance from source. Inhalation absolute (A1) and relative (A2), total 394 ingestion absolute (B1) and relative (B2). The vertical blue line identifies the relative value at 395 100 km distance from the source (e.g. 20% for benzene/inhalation), the horizontal green line 396 identifies the distance for accounting for 90% of the intake (e.g. 600 km from source for 397 benzene/inhalation). relates to the dose-response relationship specific to each pollutant (linear/non-linear) and 454 endpoint (e.g. cancer), i.e. the probability of developing a specific adverse effect expressed as 455 a function of the intake dose for a specific pollutant. Of special interest are carcinogenic 456 pollutants, in particular when considered under the U.S. EPA default assumption of a linear 457 mutagenic mechanism, and situations where doses due to background concentrations are 458 already above threshold. In such cases, a large population exposed to low dose increments 459 may lead to as many or more cases of e.g. cancer as a smaller population exposed to higher 460 doses. This suggests that, by discarding distant population exposure to low dose increments, 461 local and regional assessments might only account for a small fraction of global impacts, in 462 particular for mutagenic substances. industrial sources of in Australia, but the lack of an overall inventory only enabled to check 495 that estimated air concentration due to industrial sources were below observed measurements. 496
The condition for an effective evaluation is to have a comprehensive emission inventory from 497 all punctual and diffuse sources over the entire region of influence and corresponding 498 monitored data. 499 500
In conclusion, Pangea is an innovative global spatial multimedia fate and multi-pathway 501 exposure modeling framework, able to build study-specific multi-scale grids designed for 502 exploiting high-resolution spatial data sets for characterizing population exposure (intake 503 fraction per pathway) from the vicinity of emission sources to the globe. Based on GIS and 504 27 numeric engines and peer-reviewed EPMs, it efficiently transforms geo-spatial, geometric, 505 and topologic data and parameters into a fully coupled compartmental model, and implements 506 methods for simulating large numbers of emission scenarios in parallel. Its flexibility allows 507
focusing on large numbers of point and diffuse sources, allowing for a better characterization 508 of exposure to inform risk-and impact-assessments. It also opens the possibilities to look at 509 exposures not only from an emitter perspective as described this paper, but also from a 510 receptor perspective looking at all sources contributing to exposure in a receptor location. 
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